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Across
1. messy collision sound 
6. section of a play 
9. well-known Biblical 
  boater 
13. oldest Gorgon, in Greek
  mythology 
14. language spoken by 
  Thailand’s neighbor
15. strange or unusual, in
  Scotland 
16. celebratory phantom,
  turned entertainer 
18. religious subgroup 
19. Salt Lake City state 
20. removed from
  power 
22. fill-in for a missing 
  teacher: Abbr. 
23. tricks 
25. Greased Lightning, for
  one 

26. pay increase 
28. “born” in France 
29. sound of disapproval 
31. given recognition 
33.         rally 
34. moves unsteadily 
35. the Father’s soul, turned
  divine rage 
37. Cold Stone 
39. heartless material, in
  “The Wizard of Oz” 
40. lunar pull that runs in
  the wind’s direction 
41. maritime branch of the
  Armed Forces: Abbr. 
42. sound whispered to get
  someone’s attention 
45. owner of the “Frozen”
  trading post 
46. goof up 
48.         -Roman 

50. ISO country code for 
  Freetown’s nation 
51. 19th century mathema-
  tician Évariste 
54. something remarkable, 
  archaically 
55. famous volcano 
  Mount 
57. spooky gathering place,
  turned hysteric trial 
59. unseemly character 
  Packer on “The Office” 
60. guide for protein syn-
  thesis: Abbr.  
61. a lot (of), informally 
62. approximately: 2
  wds.  
63. response to a successful
  proposal  
64. annoyances

Down
1. sculpture 
2. collection of words  
3. Underworld river said to 
  induce forgetfulness  
4. in         event; 
  regardless  
5. also, or a take-out 
  instruction 
6. scientific name for a river
  herring 
7. singing voice also known as
  evirato 
8. carry  
9. Greek letter “N’s”  
10. unbalanced  
11. plaintiff  
12. breeding grounds 
13. reject 
17. Twain character Finn, for
  short 
21. passing slowly 
24. piping hot  
27. 18th element  
30. moved quickly, or 
  noticed 
32. drifts, regarding a smell
  perhaps  
33. chatter 
34. short (of)  
35. Saturdays and 
  Sundays  
36. edge of a habitable zone, 
  for timber 
37. near: 2 wds. 
38. expert in home 
  economics?  
41.         acid; byproduct of 
  purine digestion 
42. second-to-last 
  syllable 
43. sections of 6 Across  
44. wrongful acts 
47. rosters  
49. Rose Hill coffee house, or
  streets 
52. wrong or askew  
53. word after pawn or photo 
56. fuss, to Shakespeare
58. tool used to break up soil

Hint: the circled letters can be included or removed. 


